Poor Life Choices Productions
Company Bio
This is the Fringe debut for Poor Life Choices Productions, helmed by media producer Juliet Paperny and journalist
Anna Mehler Paperny.

Juliet Paperny is a director and media producer currently working at award-winning digital media production
company LaRue Entertainment. She has been in love with the theatre since almost getting kicked out of a Bard on the
Beach production of Midsummer Night’s Dream when she yelled direction out to Bottom – she was 6. Juliet’s past
directorial work includes Trying at Alumnae Theatre’s New Ideas Festival and The Tempest and Madness Machine at
Players’ Theatre in Montreal.
Anna Mehler Paperny is an award-winning reporter for Reuters in Toronto. She has worked in past lives for the Globe
and Mail and Global News, reporting from Guantanamo Bay, post-quake Haiti, the cities, farms, towns and trains of
China and Ontario. She chases everything, with a focus recently on immigration, criminal justice and public health. She
won an award for her investigation into deaths in Canadian prisons and was nominated for her exploration of inequities
in Canada’s abortion access.
Poor Life Choices Productions was born of a burning need to tell human stories in off-putting ways – because
sometimes you need to bring audiences that painfully personal, can’t-look-away sense of dark tragicomedy. Right? The
Ties That Bind and Gag is Anna and Juliet’s debut and they can’t wait to see what they can accomplish – and what
damage they can do – using Fringe as their springboard into the Toronto indie theatre community.
Inspiration for The Ties That Bind and Gag

Juliet and Anna have a family. It is loud. It is aggressively loving. It is living proof that the best things in life come at an
incalculable emotional cost. It is the direct inspiration for this show – its characters, the issues they attempt to tackle, the
jokes they make at each others’ expense, the emotional pain they inflict on each other, inadvertently or otherwise.
This play was written during a family vacation in the boozy hammock of time between Christmas and New Year’s –
imagine being surrounded and encroached upon by your real-life inspiration come to life during the writing process.
The creators were not starved for material.
But The Ties That Bind and Gag truly became a living, breathing dramatic organism in the basement office and
apartment that served as rehearsal spaces for the six actors, director and crew – all of whom got to know each other very,
very well amid hours of rehearsing in the cramped quarters of a make-believe car. Thankfully they all smell delicious.

The Team
Duaa Zahra – Stage Manager
An avid lover of Disney, dogs, hockey, and some good dark humour, Duaa is a third year Performance Production
student at Ryerson School of Performance, where she is concentrating in technical production and management. After
many years of her mother telling her to become a lawyer, Duaa decided to break her heart and pursue theatre - it was
the best choice she ever made. She is thrilled to be working with this lovely team at PLC Productions on The Ties That
Bind and Gag.
Jaylen Gadhia – Business Affairs Manager
Jaylen is a lover of the arts with a penchant for business. After pursuing film production and improv in High School,
Jaylen decided to shift gears and attend McGill’s business program. This led him to a career in consulting at one of
Toronto’s cutting edge fintech companies Nomis Solutions. After making many practical life choices - unlike the rest of
his team - he’s been pulled back into the seductive world of the arts for a brief stint at Fringe. His range of skills and
passions finally come together as he joins PLC Productions and The Ties That Bind and Gag as the Business Affairs
Manager, and he’s ecstatic this job doesn’t require him to wear a suit!

This play’s creators hope you come see the dark comedy forged by that inspiration for yourself.

